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1. Motivations
Mapping applications, where a multi-scale navigation is available, display multi-scale maps, i.e. a set
of maps at different scales. Across scales, the map levels (Fig. 1) can present large differences in
terms of representation, due to cartographic generalisation. In our research project [2], we assume
that adding intermediate representations between existing map levels could be one way to reduce
these differences and to enable smooth transitions while zooming.
Inspired by the literature (§2.b), we believe that smooth zooming requires regular and small
variations of map complexity across scales. In this paper, we present our experiments assessing
clutter variation in existing multi-scale maps. This study seeks to identify if clutter variations may
predict the perceived variation of visual complexity in multi-scale maps.
After presenting some research works connected to our experiments (§2), the following sections
address our research issues and study procedure (§3), then results analysis (§4). Lastly, we discuss
the relevance of clutter measures for our project and presents our future work (§5).

2. Related Work
a. Map Complexity
Many researchers studied the complexity of maps, using a different focus and thus different
concepts. However, most proposed definitions [4; 8; 9; 16] highlight the distinction between:

▪
▪
▪

the visual (or graphical) complexity, evolving with the distribution and symbolization of map
elements,
the semiological complexity, related to the understanding of the semantic meaning of map signs,
and the intellectual (or cognitive) complexity, which covers the understanding of spatial
structures and implicit message of the map.

The initial assumption of studying map complexity was that it could have an adverse effect on map
effectiveness [9], and should thus be controlled. In this paper, we focus on visual complexity, as it is
the aspect of complexity over which cartographers have the greater control [9].

b. Estimating Cognitive Load with Visual Complexity Assessment
As highlighted in [7], assessing the visual complexity of a display (not specifically a map) may serve to
estimate the cognitive load required for its understanding, and inversely, estimate its effectiveness.
To confirm this hypothesis, some works evaluate the correlation between computed visual
complexity and performance evaluation of a user task in images [1; 11 pp. 17-20] and in maps [6; 14].
These assessed tasks may be the time of search for specific objects in a map for instance. In most
studies, user performances get worse with the increase of visual complexity.
In our case, we need to limit and thus assess the visual complexity of each multi-scale map level.
Moreover, we believe that large variations of visual complexity between map levels may imply an
additional cognitive effort. In this paper, we will specifically focus on these variations.

c. Assessing Visual Complexity with Visual Clutter Measures
Visual Clutter Definition. Some studies [6; 10] highlight the main responsible factors for visual
complexity:
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▪
▪
▪

amount of information, determined by the amount of visual features and their shape complexity,
but also the variation in colour and luminance;
information organization, assessed as the spatial distribution and organization/disorganization of
features in the display;
and information discriminability, measured as the graphical specifications, compared to the
limitations of human visual system.

As defined in [14], visual clutter corresponds to a threshold above which the increase of visual
complexity leads to a degradation of user performance at some task. Different methods proposed in
the literature measure most or all of the features listed above, and may thus be a way of assessing
visual complexity.
Clutter Measures. Literature related to visual clutter mostly focuses on images and thus proposes
image-based methods for assessing visual clutter [1; 7; 10; 11 pp. 6-17; 13; 14]. Some of these
studies focus on maps [4; 8; 14; 15]. Besides, few researchers propose vector-based methods on
maps [4; 6; 9]. In this paper, we will focus on image-based methods, as our multi-scale maps samples
are available in raster format. However, we acknowledge the potential of vector-based methods, and
will use them in future work.
In the remainder of this paper, “clutter measures” will refer to methods for assessing visual clutter.
However, it must be reminded that these methods measure visual complexity, and highlight a visual
clutter only above a certain threshold, which depends on a specific task.
Measures Validation. Some studies have shown the correlation between clutter measures and
perceived visual complexity, by measuring the performance of a user task (§2.b) or by subjective
evaluations [6; 7; 9; 10; 11 pp. 20-24; 13], which ask participants to rate or rank some images
according to their complexity.
In this study, we will use different clutter measures to assess the visual complexity of each multiscale map level, and check if the computed clutter variations are consistent with the perceived
variation of visual complexity across scales.

d. Clutter Measures across Scales
In a previous work [15], we used different clutter measures on official topographic map series across
three or four scales. We specifically highlighted their potential and their limitations for cartographic
generalization purpose.
In this paper, we will go further in the scales comparison, computing these clutter measures on
multi-scale maps from several cartographic producers. We will assess all the available map levels,
and not only the different topographic maps. Indeed, some producers use a same map at two or
more consecutive zoom levels [3], potentially with different visual complexity as the display scale
changes.

3. Assessing the Variation of Visual Complexity with Clutter Measures
a. Research Issues
In this study, we assume that variation of perceived visual complexity in a multi-scale map may be
predicted with computed clutter measures. We will thus check if we perceive the computed clutter
variations in existing multi-scale maps.
Then, studying the irregularities and large variations, we will try to identify their potential factors, to
avoid them when modelling our generalization process. In particular, as the literature on visual
complexity (§2.c) highlights the importance of colour variability, we will focus on the palette
influence.
On the contrary, we will also try to heuristically establish an “ideal clutter variation”, using “good”
examples of scale transitions.
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b. Study Procedure
Data Collection. We selected sixteen multi-scale maps, provided by national mapping agencies (ACTLuxembourg, BEV-Austria, GDI-Germany, OS-Ireland, ICGC-Catalonia, IGN-Spain, IGN-France (Scan
Express and Scan IGN), Lantmäteriet-Sweden, NGI-Belgium, NLS-Finland, Swisstopo, USGS), private
companies (GoogleMaps, BingMaps) or collaborative communities (OpenStreetMap). We took
screenshots of these maps (Fig. 1) at every available scale, always keeping the same screen
characteristics (size, resolution). All the screenshots of a same multi-scale map are also centred on
the same point.

Scale
Fig. 1. Different map levels of the Scan Express multi-scale map from IGN France

In this study, we chose to focus on urban areas, as their visual complexity and need for generalization
is generally higher than rural areas.
Concerning the colour variability, we studied the Scan Express multi-scale map, provided by IGN
France with three different palettes (Fig. 2):

▪
▪
▪

the classic palette uses the colour space of the French 1: 25 000 topographic maps,
the standard palette uses paler hues to serve as background map for instance,
and the last palette uses a grayscale representation.

Classic Palette

Standard Palette

Grayscale Palette

Fig. 2. Extract of the Scan Express multi-scale map for available palettes: classic, standard and grayscale

Clutter Measures. In this study, we used previously implemented clutter measures [15]. We already
tested them on maps and found their results consistent with our cartographer perception of visual
complexity. In the following paragraphs, their individual way of working is briefly described.
The quad tree clutter [8] converts the assessed image in grayscale and computes a quad tree on it,
based on the homogeneity of pixel values. If the difference of pixel values in a cell is bigger than a
threshold, the cell is cut in four new cells. The clutter is the resulting number of cells, when all of
them are considered homogeneous. This method is particularly applicable here, because developed
for maps, although in grayscale. Its results are considered consistent by cartographic experts [8].
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The subband entropy method is similar to JPEG compression. After decomposing the image into
wavelets for each CIELab channel, the clutter value is computed as a weighted sum of subbands
entropies. This clutter measure has been adapted from two existing works [8; 14]. This last work
validated this method on maps with a performance evaluation of user tasks.
The segmentation-based method [1] computes an efficient segmentation algorithm [5] on the image.
The clutter value is given by the number of identified objects. This method has been validated on
images with a performance evaluation of user tasks. Its results are consistent with the subband
entropy method [14], and thus relevant on maps.
Clutter Variation. For each captured screenshot, we computed these three clutter measures. As we
are interested in the variation of visual complexity over scales, we studied the variation curve of
computed clutter values (Fig. 3, Y axis) in a multi-scale map depending on the zoom level [3, 12] of
the screenshot (Fig. 3, X axis). For instance, for the Scan Express multi-scale map, zoom levels are
available from 6 at 1: 6 000 000 scale, to 18 at 1: 1500 scale.

Fig. 3. Clutter variation assessed with the three clutter measures, for the Scan Express multi-scale map (classic palette).
Vertical dashed lines indicate a change of map content (according §2.b).

Comparing clutter values (Fig. 3) between different measures is obviously impossible, as they
measure different things. We thus observed the shapes of the curves, as trends in clutter variation.

4. Results Analysis
a. Clutter Measures Comparison
Most studied multi-scale maps present similar clutter variations between different methods, as for
Scan Express (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Comparison of curve shape between different clutter measures for Scan Express (classic palette), by vertical
alignment of curves from Figure 3

Given that clutter values may vary a bit depending on the measure parameters, we consider the few
differences of variation that have been found between methods as negligible. We also believe that
small clutter variations in a multi-scale map may be not perceptible and thus negligible. However,
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even with a user experience, defining a significance threshold may be very hard and will depend on a
specific user task. To circumvent this difficulty, we will use simultaneously the three methods, which
measure different features of visual complexity and may thus identify different problems.

b. Colour Sensitivity
To assess their colour sensitivity, we computed the clutter measures on the three available Scan
Express palettes (Fig. 2). The three methods give very similar curves between different versions. Few
differences appear on the curves of segmentation-based method (Fig. 5), mainly due to the method
parameter, which influences the minimum size of segmented objects.

Fig. 5. Clutter variation assessed for the different palettes of Scan Express with the segmentation-based method

For most map levels, the computed clutter is higher for the classic palette than for the two others.
Vibrant colours seem thus assessed as more complex than paler ones. Besides, grayscale maps are
generally considered less complex than the standard palette. It is consistent with the specifications of
this palette, voluntary simple to serve as background map.
We conclude here that these clutter measures are not very sensitive to the palette, when a legible
colours organization is used. Although these results are consistent with our visual perception, it may
be useful to measure more precisely the palette complexity in multi-scale maps. Different methods,
such as proposed in [13], may be used to deeper assess the colour variability of maps.

c. Perception of Computed Clutter Variations
In most cases, our perception of how visual complexity varies in the studied multi-scale maps is
consistent with the computed clutter variations. In the Scan Express multi-scale map for instance, the
following successive map levels (Fig. 6) give us a feeling of varying visual complexity, as the amount
and size of map elements (linear, place names, symbols) successively decrease and increase. The
relative curve of clutter variation (Fig. 7) is thus consistent with our perceptions.

Fig. 6. Successive levels of the Scan Express multi-scale map

Fig. 7. Extract of the clutter variation curve for the previous Scan Express map levels (Fig. 6) with the subband entropy
method. The other clutter methods give a similar curve shape.
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d. Need for Intermediate Representations
In the previous example (Fig. 6), clutter variations seem due to a lack of intermediate representation.
To provide a map level at each zoom level defined by [12], producers sometimes use an enlarged
map, defined for another scale [3]. If such a map is displayed at too small or too large scales,
readability issues may appear. We thus assume that adding intermediate representations, consistent
in terms of content, abstraction and representation, may improve the existing multi-scale maps [2].
The following figure (Fig. 8) compares Scan Express and Scan IGN, two multi-scale maps provided by
the French IGN. These sets of maps are generally based on similar data, as shown in the two couples
of maps at levels 12 and 14 (Fig. 8). However, in Scan Express, an intermediate representation has
been added at level 13, whereas in Scan IGN, this level shows an enlarged version of the map used at
level 12.

Fig. 8. Consecutive levels of Scan Express and Scan IGN multi-scale maps (IGN France)

The clutter variations between these respective levels (in red, Fig. 9) seem less important for Scan
Express. It would confirm our main hypothesis that intermediate representations may smooth the
variation of visual complexity and thus enable smooth zooming.

Fig. 9. Clutter variation in Scan Express (standard palette) and Scan IGN, with the subband entropy method.
Red points correspond to the maps shown in Figure 8
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e. Towards an Ideal Clutter Variation
Considering that only small variations of clutter may enable smooth transitions, we have computed
the variance and maximum range of clutter values in the studied multi-scale maps. Minimum and
maximum results highlight multi-scale maps with the smallest or largest variations.
Smallest Variations. Multi-scale maps which are not produced by governmental organizations (i.e.
BingMaps, GoogleMaps, OpenStreetMap) are generally classified in this category. These companies
use few generalisation processes, keeping a similar amount of information and clutter across scales.
In this class, we also find multi-scale maps using a harmonized symbolization for the whole map
levels, which may ease the perceived scale transitions.
Largest Variations. In this category, we mainly find multi-scale maps produced with scanned paper
maps, which may present important clutter variations as previously mentioned (§4.d). Both Scan
Express and Scan IGN multi-scale maps are classified here and may thus be improved.
This classification is consistent with our visual perceptions. It confirms that clutter variations should
be minimized between consecutive map levels. The following figure (Fig. 10) shows the average
curve of clutter: for each zoom level, the clutter value has been averaged between all multi-scale
maps. This curve has a right-tailed shape, with low clutter values at smaller and larger scale maps. At
smaller scales, maps generally contain less information to respect the legibility constraints, while
larger scales only display a small area and thus few objects, without additional information. We thus
believe that an “ideal clutter variation” presents a right-tailed distribution, with a smooth and regular
shape.

Fig. 10. Average curve of clutter variations in the studied multi-scale maps. Zoom level 12 corresponds to the 1: 1M scale.

5. Discussion and Future Work
Compared to our perceptions, clutter measures appear related to the variation of visual complexity
in multi-scale maps. However, although we studied the clutter variations, measures only assess the
complexity of multi-scale map levels, when we would assess the transitions between map levels. We
think that only performance evaluation of user tasks may really assess the efficiency of scale
transitions.
Studying the clutter variations in existing multi-scale maps allowed us to highlight a need of
consistent intermediate representations. This variation is assessed as smoother when such a
representation is added, which would confirm our initial assumption [2]. Our next goal will be to
derive these intermediate representations in an existing multi-scale map.
With three different clutter measures, we identify two groups of multi-scale maps, which present
small or large clutter variations. With a deeper study of these groups, we will search which elements
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may cause small or large clutter variations. The visual results of quad tree and segmentation-based
methods give an idea of these factors, as they show the cells local density and thus the clutter
location. For instance, we found that place names are mainly responsible for clutter in the third map
of Figure 6. To go further, we need the vector data of these multi-scale maps, to be able to add or
remove each layer and test the impact on visual clutter. Moreover, it could be interesting to check if
these factors are the same at different scales.
These measures may also help us to detect a need for generalization, as irregularities in the clutter
variations. However, images-based measures present some limitations for generalization purpose, as
shown in [15]. Complexity measures based on vector data [6] may thus be complementary for these
issues.
In a previous work [2], we identified the potential negative effect of changing abstraction levels on
scale transitions. More recently [3], we focused on the representation of settlement areas across
scales. We identified interesting transitions between abstraction levels, such as the superposition of
individual buildings and urban areas. We would now like to evaluate the effect of these choices on
the variation of visual complexity. However, identifying this effect in clutter variations seems very
hard, as multi-scale maps use very different abstraction choices and representations. We will thus
build intermediate representations using different transitions in the Scan Express multi-scale map, to
enable a relevant comparison.
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